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一. HXL-F Series Automatic Granule Packing Machine Introduction

Brief Introduction

HXL-F series automatic granule packing machine is mainly used

packing different kinds of coarse powder，granule material side sealing

flat bag or pillow bag filling and packing. Specific materials that can be

packed: all kinds of soup powder, seasonng, Chinese patent medicine,

coffee, soybean, solt, melon seeds, tea, etc..

Products Composition and Packing Process

General Composition

The machine is composed by feeding barrel, rotary measuring cup

feeding equipment, thin film supply equipment, thin film molding machine,

vertical heat sealing equipment, horizontal heat sealing cutting equipment,

electric-control part, machine body part equipment etc.. All the parts that

contact with packing material is 1 Crl3Ni9Ti(304) stainless steel.

Packing technological process

Putting Film & Bag Forming→heat Sealing→Filling→Bag Cutting→

Finishing Packing
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二. Technical Specifications
Model NO. HXL-F100 HXL-F300

Capacity(bag/min) 30-60 25-60

Packing Range(ML) 5-100 50-500

Power(KW/V) 2.4KW/220V/50HZ 2.4KW/220V/50HZ

Length of bag(mm) 160 300

Width of bag（mm） 120 190

Dimension（m3） 0.8×1.0×1.8 1.0×1.2×2.2

Weight（Kg） 410 600
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三. Structure of Main Functional Part and Adjusting

Film Supply Equipment

See Picture 1, put the packing thin film on the film scroll, and fix the ring (put the

printing side up or compound side in), then follow the film working path on

Picture 2 to fix packing thin film

Picture1

ATTANTION:

***Maximum diameter of packing thin film cannot be more than 300mm.

***The edge of the packing thin film should be straight with no hemming.

***If the machine is without working for long time, put down the film roll

form the film scroll, and put it in some certain place.

Packing film Roll

Film roll paper cylinders film clipping block
Film putting motor
25W /1：10 HXL-F100
40W /1：10 HXL-F300
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Picture 2

3.2 Film Molding Equipment

Film Roll

Color Coder

Packing Film

Photoelectric Switch

counter balance

Film putting control rod

Adjust board A：Adjust the vertical height of the vertical surface of the base molding position.
Adjust board B：Adjust the molding from the vertical front and rear position of the base surface.
Adjust board C：The adjustment Former forward reclining position in space.

Film molding
Equipment

vibratorAdjust board BAdjust board A Adjust board C
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〈(Function of Main Spare Parts)

*Thin Film Molding Appliance: the appliance which will make the thin

film fold in half molding from the center. When the width of the thin film is

changed, the film molding appliance should be changed as well.

!!! Safety Remind

When adjusting the alignment of the thin film, pay attention: donot let

your hands smashed by bag-pulling wheel or burned by the heat sealing

piece.

（Adjustment of thin film molding appliance）

Plane adjusting and space adjusting the thin film molding appliance

through loosening the fastening screws11, 2, 3 in order to ensure the

process of film pulling smoothly, and the molding bag straight with matched

edge.

（a）Mismatched edge: Pay attention to the situation, move the molding

appliance horizontally to the mismatched side.

(b)Crinkle: Check first, put up the molding appliance to the crinkly side

or pushing down the other side.

ATTENTION

When adjusting the molding appliance, dont be too rude, should be carful

and slow.
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● Vertical Sealing Equipment

Left Sealing Piece Right Sealing Piece

Adjustment screw

Electric heater φ 12 × 170

Thermocouple K type

Convex and concave tooth
occlusal accurate

Adjusting nut

Heat detector
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(The Function of Main Spare Parts)

* Two electric heating tubes supply sealing heat energy.

* Heat detector is to monitor the temperature of the right and left sealing

parts.

* Adjustment screw set is to adjust the degree of surface joints of right and

left sealing parts, in order to make sure the quality of the sealing.

* The temperature probe is monitoring around the block closure temperature.

!!! Safety Remind

When adjusting, pay attention: donot let your hands smashed or burned by

the right and left sealing parts.

ATTENTION

Clean the surface of right and left sealing parts frequently in order to

make sure the sealing quality. Make sure the temperature should around

120°C when cleaning, and use wet towel or brass wire brush to wipe

lightly. Donot use water or acid, lye liquid to wash.
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● Bag-pulling Euipment

Adjusting nut Separation handle

Stepping Motor 86

Bag-Pulling Wheel

Convex and concave tooth occlusal
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(The Function of Main Spare Parts)

* When crossing the film, put the separation handle upwards to separate

the two bag-pulling wheels, match the edges of the film from mould-appliance

into the two bag-pulling wheels, and loosen the separation handle wheel, then

the bag can be clamped.

* Stepping motor is the power component of the bag-pulling.

* Bag-pulling wheel is the executive component.

* Adjusting nut to adjust the size of the pull-purse pressure between the

wheels.

!!!Safety Remind

When crossing the film, donot let your hands smashed by the bag-pulling

wheels.

ATTENTION

* When assemble the bag-pulling appliance, check first if the bag-pulling

wheel runs smoothly.

* The wave crest and trough of block plaid of the two bag-pulling wheels

must be completely matched.

* The pressure between the two bag-puling wheels cannot be too big. The

best is to pull the bags smoothly but without slide.
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● Horizontal Sealing Equipment

Pillow type

sealing structure

Side sealing structure

Heat sealing
piece A

Heat sealing piece B

Slitting knife

Adjusting
screw

Slitting spring

Adjusting screw

Convex and
concave tooth
occlusal accurate

Electric heaterφ12×146 200W Thermocouple K type

Convex and concave tooth occlusal accurate
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(The Function of Main Spare Parts)

* Two electric heating tubes supply sealing heat energy

* The temperature probe is monitoring around the block closure temperature.

* Sealing pressure is to be adjusted by adjusting the screw.

* Two-heat sealing piece in timely closure on the tooth crest and wave

valley to be aligned. And slitting blades are not allowed to be relative to the

friction and heat sealing piece.

!!! Safety Remind

When adjusting, pay attention: donot let your hands smashed or burned

by the right and left sealing parts.

ATTENTION

Clean the surface of right and left sealing parts frequently in order to

make sure the sealing quality. Make sure the temperature should around

120°C when cleaning, and use wet towel or brass wire brush to wipe lightly.

Donot use water or acid, lye liquid to wash.
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●Transmission structure

Vertical
sealing
raise gear

Synchronizing signal raise gear: The
pull bags starting position. Should be
adjusted in the heat sealing block is
fully open

Coding signal raise gear: That playing
the beginning of the code. Packaging
products requires adjust the different
coding position clockwise direction,
Coding location in advance; vice lag.

Horizontal
sealing
raise gear

Belt speed: Adjust Packing speed
Clockwise rotation: reduced
packaging speed
Counterclockwise rotation: speed
up packaging speed

Proximity
switch

The spindle rotation direction:
Counterclockwise (looking down
from above)

Side sealing

structure

Pillow type sealing

structure
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● The Function and Adjusting of the Measuring and Filling System.

It is constituted by charging basket, steeping motor, mixing motor,

mixing blade, filling screw, filling shower head etc.. Looking down from the

charging

basket, filling screw counterclockwise. To the rotation, the direction of

rotation of the mixing blade is the clockwise direction.

ATTENTION：The space between fore-head of filling screw and inner end

of filling shower head is 0.5-1mm, or will affect the accuracy of filling and

Stepping motor
110BYG3503

Mixing
motor
40W/1:40

Fulcrum bearing

Gear box

charging basket

Mixing blade

Filling screw

Filling shower
head

The space between fore-head of filling screw and inner end of
filling shower head is 0.5-1mm

Lockbolt
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accounting. The adjustment method is to loosen the lock bolt, the filling

screw together with the connected components to move up and down, the

gap is properly adjusted, tighten the locking bolts.
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● Operating for Electrical Cabinets (According to the Practical

Arrangement)

Instruction for the electrical operation panel

Temperature Controller：adjust, control and

instruct the temperature of heating

elements. Tips: PressSET0.5s to set,

make PL with S Character，the units digital

of SV flickers，Press”▲”or “▼”, SV

shows the required number, at last press

SET0.5s, exist the setting

Microcomputer Controller: to set
every parameter, input each
instruction

Emergency stop switch ：connect the
power，and stop when emergency
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Microcomputer controller instructions

（Subject to the actual function of the machine）

1、Start / stop button 2、Measure 3、Filling action JOG 4、Confirm key(Menu)
5、+ button(adjustment plus↑) 6、- button(adjustment Reduce↓) 7、Exit（back to a top）
8、Filling switch 9、Multi-function LCD display

1、Quick start operation process：
1.1 Packaging machine connected to the main power, the screen displays the main

window:

1.2 Adjusted packaging length and speed according to the packaged goods

1.2.1 press confirm key once，screen show the mail menu:

Automatic packing
Quantity: 0 t-sw:on
Length : 150 puff:off
Photo eletricity :ON F-VI:on
Speed : OFF B-VI:off

welcome
Welcome
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1.2.2 press confirm key，enter into Bag parameters setting screen display：

1.2.3 press confirm key,enter into Length setting kilobit setting,screen show: (in mm）

1.2.4 press + or –adjusted to the length you want to package the kilobit digit.such as：
1200mm，this kilobit turn to 1，if the length of the package is less than 1000mm, this
bit set to 0.

1.2.5 press confirm key again，enter into length setting hundred setting，method the same
as the kilobit setting。The same method as decade and units。The figure shows the
length of 150mm, if the length of package is 185mm, it’s should be set 1850. After
setting the length，press Exit the screenback to Bag parameters setting screen show：

1.2.6 press – the cursor moved Speed adjustments，screen show：

Main menu
Bag parameters setting
Screw putting setting
Count is cleared
auxiliary switch
Gray adjustment
System Settings

Cursor selected

Bag parameters setting
Length setting： 0 1 5 0
Speed adjustments： 5
Photoelectricity setting： off
Cutting setting： off
Original setting

Length setting： 0 1 5 0
Speed adjustments： 5
Photoelectricity setting： off
Cutting setting： off
Original setting

Cursor selected
kilobit

Length setting： 0 1 5 0
Speed adjustments： 5
Photoelectricity setting： off
Cutting setting： off
Original setting
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Press Confirm，enter intoSpeed adjustments，screen show：

press + or –adjusted to the speed，range from 0 — F there are 16 grades. But the packaging of
different length the highest grade that can be transferred is different，If you tune the speed too
high grade,the system automatically reduced to fit. PressExit back to Bag parameters setting.
1.2.7press – again,the cursor moved Photoelectricity setting， press confirm to enter into
Photoelectricity setting，screen show：

Press + or – to change the state of photoelectric switches“On”or“Off”. (Attention: when using
the packaging film is not the cursor can not turn on the switch） .pressExit back to Bag
parameters setting.

1. 2.8 cutting setting
1.2.8.1 press confirm to enter into main menu, press confirm again enter into Bag parameters

setting. then use the – button to move the cursor to line 4 cutting setting，press confirm key to enter：

1.2.8.2 After entering the above map pressconfirm to enter intoCutting the number,use + /
–setting you number，pressExit to back.
1.2.8.3 move the cursor to Cutting control press confirm，then use + / – change“on”/“off”.

1.2.8.4Cutting delay used to adjust the cutter pop-up time.

1.2.8.5 press – again,the cursor moved Original setting

Cutting the number ：0 3
Cutting control： off
Cutting delay： 5

Length setting： 0 1 5 0
Speed adjustments： 5
Photoelectricity setting：off
Cutting setting： off
Original setting

Cursor selected

Length setting： 0 1 5 0
Speed adjustments： 5
Photoelectricity setting：off
Cutting setting： off
Original setting

Cursor selected

Length setting： 0 1 5 0
Speed adjustments： 5
Photoelectricity setting： off
Cutting setting： off
Original setting
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Before the vibration angle·Inflatable angle·Putting angle·Triangle angle·Cutting angle, the five
angles are used to control the operation of the five functions.
origin（when the action is started），The five angles are the close switch (S1) as a starting point（That is 0
degrees），the basis of one revolution of the spindle 360 degrees to adjust，This function is used to replace
conventional close switches.

1.3 After adjusting the four，press Exit，all the data have been saved by system. Press Exit back to “Main
window”.

NOTE：Adjust interface in the above within 30 seconds if no button operation, the system will
automatically return to the "main window", the set of data processing will be abandoned.

1.4、pressStar/Stop， the system began operation，Screen speed column shows the
"start", after packing two bags, "start" will change to display the current speed of
the packaging， you can obtain information about this machine every minute
packing production.

1.5、When change the different length printed on colored packaging film，This time the
cutter maybe did not cut marked in color，you can press the“＋”enter into the
“Color positioning”screen，then press“＋”or“－”to adjust the position of the cutter,
let cutter just to cut on the color,（See below for details“2.1 Color positioning”）

1.6、Weight adjustment
1.6.1function：Adjust the target weight of packaged goods，make weight packaging

powder goods more accurate.
1.6.2 How to enter the function：press confirm to enter into the “main meun”“Screw putting

setting”：

The basic menu operation the same as the“Bag parameters setting”
◆ “Weight setting” is your goal weight of the packaged good. The higher

the number the greater the amount of filling, otherwise a small amount
of filling.（explain：Figures refer to the size of the number of pulses，
not mean the size of materials.）

◆“Speed adjustment” screw used to adjust the screw motor speed，when the
weight of packaging becomes small by the large,the system will
automatically reduce the speed.The following need to manually adjust the
motor speed：When the motor rotation unabled is requiredto reduce the motor
speed.

Screw putting setting
Weight setting：0 0 6 0
Speed   adjustment：3
Coils motor：on

Coefficient setting： 100
Before the vibration angle：200degrees
Inflatable angle： 170degrees
Putting angle： 170degrees
Triangle angle： 130degrees
Cutting angle： 170degrees
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2、Advanced operations and other functions

2.0Length measurement
The system is equipped with automatic length measurement function, when you use the bags
printed color and opened the photoelectric switch，press length measurement button, the
system will automatically measure the length of packaging once, and to the right speed for
packaging，save your complex measurement ,setting,and adjustment time. the system will
be able to running by accurate packaging length and speed.

2.1 Color positioning
2.1.1 function: the cutter just cut the packaging film on color, replacing the manually move

the photoelectric eye.
2.1.2 How to enter the function：press ＋ to enter into the“Color positioning”screen：

2.1.3When change the different length printed on colored packaging film，This time the cutter
maybe did not cut marked in color，you can press the“＋”enter into the“Color positioning”
screen，then press“＋”or“－”to adjust the position of the cutter, let cutter just to cut on the
color.

2.1.4 Middle of the screen shows the number means the length of color moved ， nutis is
millimeter(mm). Every press“＋”or“－”will Increase or decrease 1mm.

2.1.5 Skills：①Take a cut down packed bag，along the direction of the bag down，observe the color
distance from the upper and lower cutting edge，if the color on the cutting edge away from
the relatively close（ picture A） should press“＋” to increase the numerical of color
positioning，if the color from the cut edge under the relatively close(picture B）should press
“－”to decrease the numerical of color positioning.

pictureA pictureB

②When the cutting edge from color away relatively large， In order to reduce the
waste of packaging films，you can stop the machine first， then adjust the color
positioning，that is to say it’s based on the above methods to confirm how much
millimeters the values of positioning color   should be increase or decrease,
press“＋”or“－” to transferred to the approximate range of values   and then
start to fine-tune.

③ When the values of color positioning adjustment   to be relatively large，could
pressing“＋”or“－”more than one second，Rapid changes in value will
automatically.

Color positioning

0 3 0
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2.1.6 PressExit back to“Main window” to complete the operation.

Important Safety Tips: Take bags must pay attention to safety, can not put hands to
pick up the bags from horizontal heater, pick should after wait bags loading into the
basket！！！

2.2 Count clearing
2.2.1 How to enter into this function,

Press confirm to enter into the main menu, press – to choose the line 3 to count clearing， then
presscomfirm to enter into：

2.2.2 After entering the show screen press the Enter key counter is cleared to 0 and displays the "OK".
2.3.3 Total count：After entering the show screen press – the cursor moved on the Total count：

Press confirm the Total count turn to“On”，press confirm again the Total count turn to“Off”.
2.3.4 Press confirm the system back to main window / main menu.
2.3.5 The role of Total count：When you want to remember this number of packaging，Before cut off the

power the total count is set to "open" to the memory. Next time you start the machine the nnumbrt will
show the last number of packaging，if Total count all the time set to "On", for many times packaging
total number.

2.3 auxiliary switch
2.3.1 How to enter into this function,

①Direct press – key.
②pressconfirm to enter into main menu,then use – choose the line 4 auxiliary switch,press confirm

to enter：

2.3.2 After entering the above map, press – / + move the cursor to which you want to chang
pressconfirm to

Change the corresponding switch“on”and “off”.
2.3.3 when the cursor moved to“Before vibration”“ after vibration”，press confir to enter intoEnter the

screen as shown below， can adjust on or off “before and afte vibration”, and can adjust the
vibration force.

Inflation switch： off
Before vibration： off
after vibration： off

Before vibration： off
Vibration force adjustment：0

Count clearing
Total count： Off

Count clearing
Total count： Off
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2.3.4 press Exit to back to main window/ main menu.

2.4 Bag motor joggle.
On the stop state, pressing Exit more than 2 seconds the bag motor jogging，press Exit and hold the motor

jogging will continuous operation.

2.5 Stop delayed.
Function: Let sealing cutters in a separate when the machine stop, so as not to burn packaging film.
How to enter in this function：press confirm to enter in main menu System Settings  Stop delayed，
press + or – to adjust.

2.6 Selection of length measurement mode
How to enter in this function：press confirm to enter in main menuSystem Settingslength measurement.
Most cases, this function should be set to "Auto" state， only in case of many individual packaging film
untainted when it is set to "Manual."

3、Troubles and solutions
3.1 Photoelectric errors.

1 When the status bar displays "Photoelectric errors!" accompanied by "drip - drip -" the alarm sound,
please adjust sensitivity of the Photoelectric eye, the sensitivity of Photoelectric eye set too high or too
low all will cause the errors.

2 length of the bag packaging and the actual setting does not match could cause the error，but this system
has“ automatic measurement of the length function” , when you use bags printed with the cursor,
recommended to the main menu "System Settings" the following "automatic measurement" set to
"Auto" to avoid packing the length of the errors.

3.2 Travel errors
When the status bar displays " Travel errors!" accompanied by "drip - drip -" the alarm sound,，please
check the travel switch。

3.3：Motor always slowly rotation.

reasons： 1、Check the six lines of motor break off or not.
2、Check the the "exit" on panel has being ppressed or not

3.4 Troubles：Can’t automatic measurement the length。
solutions：press confirm to enter in main menuSystem Settings length measuremen to be set to

"Automatic”
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Appendix: Z3N-TB22 Photocell Eye Instruction
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● Steps for operating

1. Fix the photocell switch , make offset （10mm±2mm）. Make sure the

photosource of the switch.

2.Move the packing film, make the light-spot drop outside the

background of color code, spin the sensitivity knob to the end, then

clockwise slowly spin until the indicator lights turns on. See the sensitivity

adjusting knob’s position as showed in the A point in Picture 1. (If it is on

the “高”， the light is still not on, then the “高” position is A point。)

3. Move the packing film, making the light-spot drop in the color code

region, anticlockwise the sensitivity adjusting knob until the indicator lights

turns off. At this moment, the position of sensitivity adjustion knob is B

point showed in Picture 2.

4.After finishing the above two steps, fix the sensitivity adjusting knob

on the C point, which is between A and B points， showed in Picture 3.

The larger the distance between A and B, the more color variation it has, the

more stable this inspect is. But the distance between A and B should at least

for one gap, or the inspect is not stable.

ATTENTION:

1. The inspect distance should be 10mm±2mm.

2. Adjust the sensitivity, when change into different packing films.

3. Avoid the high light shoots directly on the liar.

4. Keep the liar clean.
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HXL-F Series PACKING LIST

1 page

1
st

page

Carton NO.：

Size ：

G.Weight：

N.Weight：

NO. Model Name Specification Quantity

1 Automatic

Granule

Packing

Machine

HXL-F 1set

2 Operating Manu

（Include Product Certificate）

1 pc

3 Allen Wrench 5，6，8，10 1 each

4 Stay Mouth Wrench S8-10，S10-12，S14-17，S19-22 1 each

5 Cross Screwdriver 6 Cun 1 pc

6 Straight Screwdriver 6 Cun 1 pc

7 Oil-filling Gun 1 pc

8 Heater Element φ12×160/180W/220V 2 pcs

9 Letters 1 box
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ADVICE CONSULTING
Dear customers：

In order to satisfy your needs better, pls fill the attached blank parper

with various problems during using, including manufacturing quality

problems, non-manufacturing quality problems together with your hopes and

suggestion. Then send us the copy, we will reply you seriously. We sincerely

express our heartfelt thanks for your support!

Sincerely Yours

USERS’ SUBMISSION

1． MODEL NO.：

2．SPECIFIC USING AND CONDITION：

3．PROBLEMS

4．OTHER OPINIONS, HOPES AND SUGGESTION:


